
 

 

eArcades.com Free Online Games Website Just Launched With 

5000 Quality Arcade Games In Its First Week. 

Internet Marketing Services, owner of eArcades reported that their free online games website has been 

launched for only 5 days with already 5,000 games ready to be played. 2000 members have already 

registered to this online gaming website and it is estimated that an average player, guests and members 

combined are spending about an average of 102 minutes engaging in different arcades. Internet 

Marketing services also reported that these statistics are outstanding and motivated them to add 

additional games in the few days to come.  

 

eArcades.com, a free online games website was launched on December 25th, Christmas day to the 

global market. Already having a success of 2000 members who have registered to this arcades gaming 

website, only makes it more motivating to grow bigger and keep adding more free games online, 

reported Internet Marketing Services, owner of eArcades. 

The gaming industry is massive and there are plenty of of websites in the market already who serves 

millions of free games to its target market. Internet Marketing Services reported that knowing these 

statistics, makes us super excited to have just entered this market and are already seeing improvements. 

Michael Bashi, CEO of Internet Marketing Services, Owner of eArcades, wanted to make it clear to the 

public that their free online games website is in fact free and required no funding whatsoever to play all 

the games on the website; you simply choose the game you wish to play, wait for it to load while in the 

meantime view an advertisements from one of out sponsors which lasts about 15 seconds, then you are 

ready to play the game as many times as you wish. No downloads of games are involved either. It is that 

simple. 

There are many free online games website out there in the market but what makes eArcades unique is 

the fact that it only serves that highest most rated games that gamers desire to play. While other 

gaming sites just throw any games on their site, eArcades hand picks each and every game that is highly 

rated and desired by most. CEO MR. Bashi stated said "When we say we have 5000 games and growing, 

we mean that we have 5000 high quality, highly rated, carefully picked games to be played" 

About eArcades: eArcades is a newly launched free online games website serving  5000 free online 

games and counting to the public for absolutely free of charge. The website was founded by Internet 

Marketing Services, and online marketing company since 2007. 
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